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REVIEWS OF BOOKS. 

Untersuc/zungen zur Gegenstandst/zeorie und Psycliologie. Mit 
Unterstiitzung des k.k. Ministeriurns fur Kultus und Unterricht in 
Wien, herausgegeben von A. MEINONG. Verlag von Johann Am- 
brosius Barth, Leipzig, 1904. -pp. xi, 634. 

A publication such as the one before us presents unusual difficulties 
to the reviewer. Containing, as it does, six hundred pages devoted to 
eleven distinct contributions, ranging over a wide field of philosophi- 
cal and psychological subjects, which, although not without their 
important relations to the larger currents of investigation, are never- 
theless conceived in a singularly individual way, requiring a terminol- 
ogy created almost de novo, it does not lend itself easily to the critical 
judgment of the reader. Were it not for the unity of point of view 
which pervades the whole, an adequate presentation of its contents 
would be well nigh impossible. 

That point of view is, of course, Meinong's, and, as he tells us in 
the introduction, the work represents ten years' activity of the philo- 
sophical seminar and psychological institute of the University of Graz, 
and, we are modestly told, reflects the genius loci- in reality the 
genius hovinins. It is this genius hominis which gives unity to the 
work. "Ob dieser Genius freilich ein guter war und ist - oder ein 
schlimmer ? " - his own question - will undoubtedly be answered in 
both fashions. For a point of view which requires us, if we are to 
grasp it, to use new instruments, to learn practically a new speech, 
must indeed approach that of genius, if it is to receive wide notice 
and be pronounced good. That a novel good does appear in Meinong's 
work, an individual distinction approaching close to genius, has 
been the conviction of some of those who have mastered his im- 
portant work in worth-analysis, his contributions to logic and episte- 
mology in his work " Uber Annahmen," to say nothing of his earlier 
" Hume-Studien " and his work on the Weber-Fechner Law. That 
novel good, which, to put it briefly, may be described as a genius for 
radical empiricism, for the analysis of experience without presuppo- 
sitions, has brought to light new conceptions which promise to become 
permanent, has disclosed new aspects of experience which must be 
taken into account in any adequate reconstruction of that experience. 

This conviction of the fruitfulness of his more fundamental concep- 
tions is on the whole deepened by the further extensions and applica- 
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tions of them in the present work. But with the increase of the high 
lights has come also a deepening of the shadows of the picture; for it 
cannot be denied that the tendency to over-minute analysis and crea- 
tion of new terms characteristic of the master has degenerated into a 
sort of scholasticism in the disciples. The saying of the master that 
"a good term is half a discovery," a dangerous half truth at best, 
seems to be in danger of being raised to the dignity of a revelation 
in the minds of his followers. Nor can complete indifference to the 
relations of new concepts and new terms to other philosophical devel- 
opments be considered as other than an evil,-at best, perhaps, a nec- 
essary evil. But, despite these shadows, how far necessary incidents 
it is difficult to say, these papers show the essential fruitfulness of the 
master's method. 

The first contribution, a paper by Meinong himself, constitutes a 
distinct advance on his previous work in that it claims to establish a 
new science, Gegenstan9dstheorie. The first object of all philosophical 
science, in the broadest sense, has for Meinong always been the study 
of objects of experience as such, their isolation, analysis, and classifi- 
cation. This, his radical empiricism, led him out of the earlier Psy- 
chologismus in that it showed him objects which are not identical with 
psychical content, the objectives or complexes built upon psychologi- 
cal content, and upon which the processes of judgment and assumption 
are directed. The essence of an object is that it is something upon 
which some psychical process is directed; it may be sensation, percep- 
tion, presentation, assumption, judgment, feeling, will. These objects 
may be physical or psychical, or neither, that is, may transcend this 
distinction which applies only to existents; they may be real or ideal, 
and to all objects whether real or ideal the predicate ' being ' applies, 
although not necessarily that of ' existence.' It is at this point that 
Meinong seems to see the necessity of a new science. The argument 
runs thus. All knowledge is directed upon objects, but, as we have 
seen, these objects are not all real. Besides the objects which exist, 
there is a large group which are ideal; they do not exist (exis- 
tieren), but merely subsist (bestehen), are immanent in existent reals. 
" Our natural prejudice in favor of real objects," physical and psychi- 
cal, has led us to identify knowledge with processes directed upon 
real, transcendent objects, although, as a matter of fact, as mathe- 
matics should have taught us, much of science is concerned only with 
objects which are ideal, have being, but not existence. They subsist, 
merely, in the simple reals. Gegenstandst/zeorie is concerned then 
with the object itself, its So-Sein, not its existence. 
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But are not these ideal objects, certainly the objects of knowledge, 
already provided for in other sciences ? _Meinong's answer is " No. " 
Not in metaphysics; for that is the universal science of the real. Not 
in psychology; for, while the ideal objects are the products of psychi- 
cal process, psychology is interested in them, not as such, not for their 
'what,' their So-Sein, but for the sake of the actual processes directed 
upon them and involved in their production. Nor in pure logic; for, 
while logic is not psychology, it is still a science of processes. Nor 
in epistemology, although this, it is admitted, is the science most 
nearly related, since even here there cannot be identity of function; for 
while epistemology involves the analysis of objects of knowledge as 
such, it also involves, since knowledge is E rlebiziss, a study of actual 
processes, and therefore psychology. An independent problem and 
method cannot, therefore, be denied to Gegeznstaanistheoise. 

In this claim to establish a new science much of importance is 
involved. If it were merely a question of definition, it might properly 
be passed by as fruitless for our general comprehension of these studies. 
But the complete distinction between being (subsistence) and exis- 
tence, between the ' what ' and the 'that,' the actual and the ideal, 
which underlies it has significant implications. To these questions we 
shall return, but in the meantime we may glance at the material and 
methods of the proposed new science as developed in succeeding papers. 

Two articles, "Beitrige zur Grundlegung der Gegenstandstheorie, " 
by Dr. Rudolf Ameseder, and " Zur Gegenstandstheorie des Messens, " 
by Dr. Ernst Mally, carry out in developed form and in the spirit of 
the introductory article the germs of Meinong's thought. If Gegen- 
slzundst/zeorie is concerned " with the given entirely without reference 
to its existence," then " that which can be known directly from the 
nature of the object, therefore a pi-zioi, belongs in the science." 
What, then, may be inferred directly from an inspection of the objects ? 
Their class, in the first place, and their significant attributes; quality, 
positive and negative, and modality, necessity, possibility and impos- 
sibility, or non-existence. If we examine the classification of objects, 
- and it should be noted in passing that both the material and method 
are incomplete, the material, in that psychical objects are not included, 
and the method, in that it is found necessary to resort to empirical 
analysis for the significant classes of objects, -we find the most im- 
portant classification of Gegens/i'zde into ' objects' and ' objectives.' 
The objectives are always propositions, existential or relational, about 
objects, and therefore presuppose them and are immanent and inhere 
in them. To the class objects, on the other hand, belong the sensa- 
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tion objects, the simples and certain complexes, such as numbers, dis- 
tances, times, temporal and spatial forms, which, as complexes, inhere 
in the simples but are the objects of Vorslelluzgnsproduklion, as the ob- 
jectives are the objects of judgment and assumption. The simple ele- 
ments, the form qualities, founded in simple elements, the relations of 
similarity, difference, connections, etc., all belong to Gegenslands- 
theorie, which deals with the ' what' of the object. But can we by 
direct inspection infer the necessity, possibility, or impossibility of 
these objects, or their existence or non-existence? It would appear 
not. We are told that the objectives imply necessarily the iuzferiora 
upon which they are founded, and have therefore necessary being; but 
because the inferior, or existents in which they inhere, do not neces- 
sarily imply the superior objects, the latter are not existents. Now it 
is true that psychologically, as will be seen later, the elements or 
inferiora may be perceived without the presentation or judgment of 
the objects and objectives of higher order, founded upon them, but it 
is not clear that logically the implication is thus one sided. But it is 
upon this conception that the absolute distinction between existence 
and necessity rests. Any terms must have some relations, and the 
relations they have are as necessary to them as the terms to the rela- 
tions. It would seem impossible, then, that we should distinguish by 
any merely a priori method between objects and objectives that are 
necessary and those which are mere matter of fact. It is in this con- 
ception of necessity and its use by the Meinong school that the root of 
its criticism must be found. 

Despite this doubt which presents itself as to the possibility of the 
new science, with a distinctive a priori method, in the second of these 
two articles, " Zur Gegenstandstheorie des Messens," Dr. Mally gives 
a valuable application of Meinong's method and principles and a strik- 
ing illustration of the capacity of his instruments of analysis for open- 
ing up fruitful points of view. Of this theory of measurement, about 
which, it is safe to predict, the mathematical logicians will have con- 
siderable to say, it would be impossible to treat adequately in the 
limits of this review. It will be sufficient to note two points: (I) 

his conception of its relation to pure mathematics, and (2) his con- 
ception of the nature of quantity and the criterion of measurement. 
While mathematics has as objects only quantities as such, and in addition 
one type of determined quantities, spatial, the theory of measurement 
as part of Gegenslandsflheorie is concerned with the other attributes in 
which the abstract quantity is implied. Quantity is an ideal quality, 
an objective which inheres in elements and in other objects and ob- 
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jectives, - in all subsisting objects in so far as they fulfil the criterion 
of quantity. Now any complex or objective may be either explicit, 
or implied in the inferiora of which it is the founded quality. If such 
a quality, when made explicit or abstracted from its inferiora, shows 
variability with zero as its limit, it is a quantity. Quantity is an attri- 
bute of any objects which as jnferiora imply this attribute, that is, 
determine it. The different types of quantity thus implied by objects, 
number complexes, and continua are then studied in detail and their 
laws determined. Especially interesting to the general reader will be 
found the application of the criterion of measurement to certain so- 
called fictitious quantities, objectives founded upon or subsisting in 
other objects or objectives, such as capacity, energy, force, work, 
worth, probability, etc. 

The psychological investigations included in the volume gather 
about Meinong's two most important contributions to psychology, 
both of which, apart from their relations to ultimate philosophical 
theory, have in them elements of independent and permanent value; 
first, his theory of intuited objects of higher order, the complexes, 
form-qualities founded in perceptual elements but going beyond them, 
having as their corresponding psychical process Torstellungsproduk/on 
(as objectives have, as their corresponding process, judgments and 
assumptions), and, secondly, his theory of worth as feeling with cer- 
tain psychical presuppositions. The first of these conceptions under- 
lies several detailed studies, an analysis of the process of Eundierung, 
"Uber Vorstellungsproduktion," by Rudolf Ameseder, and experi- 
mental studies of optical illusions (the MUller-Lyer and Z6llner), 
" Psychologie des Gestalterfassens," by Dr. Vittorio Benussi and Wil- 
helmine Liel, in which the illusion is conceived to be due to inade- 
quacy neither of perception nor of judgment, but of processes of Vor- 

slel/ungsproduklion. 
The standpoint in psychology which lies back of these detailed in- 

vestigations, already suggested in connection with the problem of the 
relation of psychology to epistemology, or, if we admit the existence 
of the new science, to Gegens/acdst/zeorie, is in opposition to certain 
current tendencies. Psychology is the science not of any objects as 
such but of the processes involved in the experience of those objects, 
sensation, perception, presentation, judgment, assumption, feeling, de- 
sire, etc., directed upon these objects, through which the objects are 
presented, grasped, constructed, valued. These studies are not based 
upon that conception of psychology which finds its chief function in 
the analysis of objects, the exploration of the manifold of sensation 
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objects, colors, tones, etc. (or, indeed, more extremely still, in the 
breaking up of these processes themselves into hypothetical objects, in 
order to connect them with physical objects), but rather upon that 
which finds its chief interest in the processes' by which objects of 
higher order are constructed on the basis of the simples of sensation 
and perception. Psychology has distinctly to do with attitude ( Ver- 
halen)), not with objects. And with this comes the use of two con- 
ceptions, 'representation of the psychical ' as such, and 'psychical 
activity' or energy, which some would banish from psychology. 

And these concepts of attitude and psychical activity are actually 
used as explanatory principles in accounting for certain facts of 
analytical and experimental analysis. Thus in the paper, "Uber 
Vorstellungsproduktion," where we are given the psychology of those 
ideal objects of a higher order, founded upon sensations but themselves 
not sensed, we find the following argument. If sensation and per- 
ception are directed upon real objects, ideation is directed upon ideal 
objects founded upon the reals of sensation and perception. Now 
many of these objects or complexes, such as spatial and rythmic forms, 
are neither the objects of perception nor judgment; they show an ad- 
ditional aspect which is not sensational but yet presented, -the form 
(Gestall). " But all in these complexes which is not sensation and 
yet is presentation must be produced." Thus the distinctive Vors/el- 
lung-siyroduktion. In relation to the sensations, the infer-ora, the 
founded objects are suyeriora. The inferiora may be presented with- 
out the sulberiora, but the superior, although they may have different 
ziferiora, nevertheless require some inferiora for their presentation. 
The justification for making Vorslellungsproduklion a distinct object of 
investigation, beside perception, representation, etc., is that, while the 
latter always presuppose particular content, the former, although it 
presupposes some content, is relatively independent of particular con- 
tent. A second point of difference, - and this is important for the 
following study, -lies in the fact that, while perception is necessarily 
involved in sensation, these complexes are products of a given atti- 
tude; they may or may not be produced. They depend upon psy- 
chical activity or volition. 

The psychology " des Gestalterfassens," an experimental applica- 
tion of this conception, and of which the study of the MUller-Lyer 
figure may be taken as an illustration, consists, as usual, in the study 
of the quantitative variations in the illusion ; but in this case the con- 
ditions introduced are of a new kind, changes other than in the form 
of the figure itself. These variations are of two sorts: (i) difference 
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in attitude ( Verha/ten) toward the figure; (2) differences in color and 
brightness intensity between the figure and the background and be- 
tween the primary horizontal line and the secondary oblique lines. 
The difference in attitude consists in (a) requiring the subject to 
grasp the figure as a whole, and in this attitude to compare the main 
line with a line that can be varied mechanically (the G-attitude), and 
(b) in making the comparison when the presentation of the figure as 
a whole is avoided as much as possible (the A-attitude). In the lat- 
ter attitude there is, on the theory of the experiment, a perception of 
all the sense data, the inferiora, of the object without a production of 
the form. 

The results of these experiments, the details of which, it may be 
said in passing, show the experiment to have been carried out with all 
necessary care and completeness, are in themselves striking. It was 
found, first of all, that the illusion is independent of the changes in 
the iqferiora, that is, of the angles. The figure remaining constant, 
the illusion can be varied with the attitude. With reference to the 
two attitudes it was found that the illusion is in general greater with 
the G- than with the A-attitude; that these attitudes are susceptible 
of practice, and that ultimately, with practice, the illusion in the case 
of the A-attitude sinks to zero. The variations in color and bright- 
ness differences show equally interesting results. To take merely the 
brightness differences as illustrative, in the case where the difference 
is between figure and background, the amount of the illusion varies 
inversely with the amount of the difference. When the primary and 
secondary lines differ in brightness, the amount of the illusion is di- 
rectly proportional to the amount of difference and inversely propor- 
tional to the difference between the primary and the background. 

The interpretation of these results is an unusually good piece of 
constructive work. Briefly put, the positive inference is that the illu- 
sion depends not upon inadequacy of stimuli but upon inadequate or 
equivocal processes of Vorste/lmngsproduktion or Fundierung, as indi- 
cated by the dependence of the illusion upon the two attitudes. The 
significance of the color and brightness conditions lies in the fact that 
certain contrasts are favorable, others unfavorable, to the processes of 
form production. On the negative side, the critical rejection of the 
perception and judgment hypotheses, based, it should be noted in 
passing, upon what is perhaps the best historical and critical resume 
of the explanations of the figure which has yet appeared, presupposes 
certain psychological concepts characteristic of this entire point of 
view. The criteria of perceptual illusion, of which color induction is 
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taken as typical, that the illusion is unequivocal, uniquely and neces- 
sarily determined by the stimulus, that it is not affected by practice 
or attitude, do not apply here. Nor does the criterion of judgment 
illusion, that, with knowledge of inadequacy of the judgment, the false 
judgment disappears. 

Whatever expert criticism may have to say of the details of the ex- 
periment and of the theoretical presuppositions underlying it, it is safe 
to say that this new theory must take its place among the important 
explanations of the MUller-Lyer illusion, and with it must come an 
overhauling of our concept of perception and of our experimental 
results. If the A- and G-attitudes are really significant, as they appear 
to be, then the equivocal results which have appeared in experimenta- 
tion on the eye-movement theory, the irrelevant eye-movements 
which photographic studies have disclosed, may be easily understood. 
The author himself, in criticising Wundt's theory, points out that the 
illusion arises in mere fixation as well as in exploration of the figure 
and, under circumstances (the A-attitude), the movement of the eyes 
over the primary line is followed by decrease of the illusion. 

These methods of experimentation, it should be added, have been 
applied, with the same general results, to the Zbllner figure; and in an 
additional paper by Wilhelmine Liel, MUnsterberg's figure (the shifted 
checker-board figure) is treated as a modification of the Z6llner 
figure, and MUnsterberg's irradiation hypothesis subjected to critical 
attack. 

The two psychological contributions, which constitute an extension 
of Meinong's psychology of feeling and will, illustrate clearly the 
point of view in psychology. The first, a critical attack upon 
Schwartz's voluntaristic worth theory, by Wilhelmine Liel, has in view 
the maintenance of the original position of Meinong in worth psy- 
chology, that the psychological worth fundamental is to be found in feel- 
ing, more particularly in judgment feelings, later modified to include 
assumption feeling. On the view of psychological method already 
described, it is precisely because worth is an attitude, a specific type of 
direction upon objects, that worth experience may be the object of 
psychological analysis. The analysis of feeling and will, as Meinong 
had already said in his Psychologische-efhische Unfersuchungen zur 
Wer/litheorte, is impossible unless approached through the worth prob- 
lem, that is, the objects upon which feeling and will are directed. But 
whether this attitude should be described as feeling or will has been a 
question upon which worth psychologists have differed. It is precisely 
because worth ( Werth-ha/lten) is attitude that Schwartz felt impelled to 
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substitute Geffallen for feeling, on the ground that feeling is content, 
not attitude, and the object of worth attitude. That the grounds for 
this are to be found in an inadequate and false view of feeling Liel's 
criticism shows clearly. The fact that feeling may, in certain cases, 
be the object of valuation, is no reason why it may not also be the 
attitude itself. We find judgments with judgments as objects, and de- 
sires directed upon desire. The distinction made by Schwartz between 
feelings as passive and Gefaclen as active attitude, rests upon an identi- 
fication of feeling with sensation feelings, whereas feelings which have 
as their presuppositions judgments and assumptions are not passive. 
Likewise the argument that feeling, as passive, displays a manifold of 
qualities not reducible to the two fundamental positive and negative 
directions of worth attitude, and displays merely degrees of intensity, 
while worth shows degrees of satisfaction not identical with intensity, 
is shown to be no sufficient argument against the feeling theory. 

The recognition, moreover, that feeling as worth may have other 
modifications than intensity, which is made possible by the new ele- 
ment in Meinong's worth theory, assumption feelings, is an important 
extension of the old conception. The view that these assumption 
feelings, or phantasy feelings, show degrees of satisfaction (SdthzrZing), 
to use Schwartz's term, independent of variations in intensity, opens 
a way to an understanding between the two theories as well as to the 
inclusion of the aesthetic among the worth attitudes. 

Closely related to this is the second contribution to the psychology 
of feeling, "I Zber die Natur del Phantasiegefiihle und Phantasiebegeh- 
rungen," by Dr. Robert Saxinger. The position taken here is that 
those phenomena, often described as generalized feelings or affective 
abstracts, are really Phantasigeefiihke. The distinction between real 
and imagined feelings is already familiar to the readers of Meinong's 
"Il ber Annahmen " and Witasek's -Estheiik. It will also be re- 
membered by all who have followed the discussion of affective abstracts 
(Ribot, Paulhan, Elsenhans, and the present writer) that a distinguish- 
ing characteristic of the affective abstract or affective sign, is that it 
does not follow, as particular feelings, the law of dulling of sensitivity 
with repetition, but may actually increase in depth of feeling tone. 
Saxinger recognizes this exception to the general law as stated by 
Elsenhans, but finds its explanation in the fact that they are feelings 
with assumptions as presuppositions, Phakzasiegejfi/le. Now it is not 
clear to the present writer, despite the arguments presented, that the 
term ' emotional abstracts' is not a good term for these phenomena. 
To argue the question would necessitate the raising of the entire prob- 
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lem of the nature of generalization and abstraction as a psychological 
process, as well as translation into the terms of this school, which is 
obviously impossible here. It will be sufficient to suggest that, geneti- 
cally viewed, the process of passing from judgment to assumption is 
precisely what constitutes generalization and abstraction, the transfer 
of attention from the ' that ' to the ' what. ' And, after all, the signifi- 
cant thing is the recognition, although in different terms, of the essen- 
tial facts which the theory of affective abstracts sought to do justice 
to, as well as their functional r6le in the experiences of worth. 

Throughout this review we have deliberately limited our treatment 
to an exposition of the more significant extensions which Meinong's 
point of view and method have received in the papers before us. 
Any detailed criticism, to be adequate, would of necessity involve a 
criticism of Meinong's position as a whole, which is presupposed 
throughout. Such a criticism, as readers of this REVIEW will know, has 
been presented, on the whole adequately, in the three articles by 
Russell in Mind for 1904. Nevertheless, an expression of a general 
attitude of doubt and questioning, called forth by the claim to establish 
a new science and intensified in following the attempts to develop the 
program of that hypothetical science, will not be out of place. Inevita- 
bly such a claim raises a suspicion of inadequacy or over-subtlety in 
analysis. New sciences do, indeed, appear, but the magnification of a 
novel point of view by an individual into a new science is normally 
associated with a too exclusive preoccupation with a limited point of 
view. Now, whatever may be said of that method, that radical 
empiricism which seeks an exhaustive analysis of objects as such, 
and of its value for logic and psychology the present writer is assured, 
-we may well question whether there may be a science of pure 
objects as such, irrespective of their existence or non-existence, 
whether the absolute distinction between Sein and So-Sein, between 
the 'that' and the 'what,' upon which such a science must rest, is 
ultimate. The doubt which was raised as to the possibility of an 
a priori method, which by mere inspection shall distinguish the propo- 
sition, or the objective, which is merely necessary or possible from that 
which exists, deepens into a more fundamental doubt, whether there 
can be any knowledge, real knowledge, of an object which is merely 
immanent in existents, has merely So-Sezn and is not in some sense 
an existent itself, -whether the absolute distinction between the real 
and the ideal does not arise from an over-emphasis upon a method 
valuable in itself but which, when pressed to an extreme, reverts to a 
narrow view of reality and of experience which we had thought to 
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have transcended. Is it not a truer conception of reality that it is in 
some sense coextensive with experience, and a truer conception of 
experience that it includes all processes of apprehension so that ulti- 
mately the distinction between a prior and a posteriori vanishes? 
Such, at least, would seem to be the point of view toward which the 
best thinking of the present is approaching. 

WILBUR M. URBAN. 
TRINITY COLLEGE. 

La pizilosop/ie de Cliar/es Renouvier. Introduction a l'etude du 
neo-criticisme. Par GABRIEL StAILLES. Paris, Felix Alcan, I905. 
-pp. ii, 400. 
This very able book, which contains not only a clear and full r6sume 

of Renouvier's philosophy but much excellent critical comment upon 
it, will appeal to all who are interested in studying the various mani- 
festations of the genius, so complex and so many sided, of the French 
people. For unlike though Renouvier's method of thought is to those 
systems of speculation which we are wont to regard as most typically 
Gallic, yet the extent and strength of his influence in his own country, 

an influence which, if waning, is by no means exhausted, - shows 
that in his philosophy there is something which finds ready acceptance 
in the national mind. This element we may guess to be the tendency to 
make direct application of the results of even the most abstruse specu- 
lation to the actual problems of individual and social life. Yet it is 
probable that future historians of philosophy will be less likely to 
classify Renouvier as an original French philosopher than as the last, 
and as one of the most important, of the direct inheritors of the 
Kantian tradition. With such a classification it is probable that he 
himself would scarcely quarrel; ' neo-criticism ' was his own title for his 
system, and, though it grew into something very difficult to harmonize 
with the Kritik der reiuen Vernunfi, yet even in its latest development 
it claims to rest on principles which Kant was the first to firmly and 
permanently establish. 

As M. Seailles points out, it was the aim of Renouvier to effect a 
synthesis of the fundamental doctrines of Kant and Hume; or rather, 
one might say, to correct and purify the Kantian system by importing 
into it that pluralism and phenomenalism which resulted from Hume's 
rigid analysis of human experience. The noumenon or thing-in-itself 
of the Critical Philosophy is expunged wholly from the French neo- 
criticism. But, unlike Hume, perhaps we must say less logically than 
Hume, Renouvier accepts, along with the phenomena themselves, and 
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